California Department of Forestry
and Fire Protection

ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD

Primary No.:
Trinomial:
Resource Name:
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A1. Dimensions: Length ( ) X Width ( )
Method of Measurement: [ ]Paced [ ]Taped [ ]Estimate [ ]Other
Method of Determination: [ ]Artifacts [ ]Features [ ]Vegetation [ ]Soil [ ]Topography [ ]Excavation [ ]Property Boundary [ ]Other
Reliability of Determination: [ ]High [ ]Moderate [ ]Low
Limitations: [ ]Restricted access [ ]Site limits incompletely defined [ ]Built or paved over [ ]Vegetation [ ]Disturbances [ ]Other
A2. Depth: [ ] None [ ] Unknown.
Method of Determination:
A3. Human Remains: [ ]Present [ ]Absent [ ]Possible [ ]Unknown
A4. Features:
A5. Cultural Constituents:
A6. Collections: [ ] No [ ] Yes
A7. Site Condition: [ ] Good [ ] Fair [ ] Poor
A8. Nearest Water:
A9. Elevation:
A10. Environment:
A11. Historical Information:
A13. Interpretation:
A14. Remarks:
A15. References:
A16. Photographs:
A17. Form Prepared By: Date:
Affiliation and Address: